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when executing a dos program
from the cd, you need to have

your port 0 (aka phone number)
set to 85001. if you set it to
85002, the game will crash

because it would normally try to
take the port 0 (phone number)

from the com port. the
dellmih61rmbmanual is a flash-
based document that contains

technical documentation for the
dell mihowser 3150 ereader. this
information is designed to help

consumers quickly find what they
need to learn to use the product
and troubleshoot any potential

problems. dellmih61rmbmanual is
an online service solution and a
powerful tool for managing and
monitoring your dell mih61rmb

based systems. the dell mih61rmb
management appliances can be

configured and managed remotely
and as part of the same control

domain. there are various options
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that can be enabled or disabled
from the settings tab: disables the
server from accessing the internet

- disables the server from
accessing the internet in case the
server is connected to a network

that is not managed by your
organization. this is typically

performed when the server is not
connected to an active directory
domain or is not part of the same

control domain where the
application resides. it is

recommended to keep this option
disabled. enables the server to

access the internet - enables the
server to access the internet in

case the server is connected to a
network that is not managed by

your organization. this is typically
performed when the server is

connected to an active directory
domain or is part of the same

control domain where the
application resides. it is

recommended to keep this option
enabled. enables the server to

access the internet in order to be
managed - enables the server to
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access the internet to be managed
by the dell mih61rmb

management web application . the
options provided in the above

mentioned tab can be disabled.
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